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Introduction
Background
Since the 2018-19 school year, Portland Public Schools (PPS) has partnered with
Panorama Education to better understand student, family, and staﬀ perceptions of
the overall climate at school through the Successful Schools Survey. The following
report summarizes the results of the Spring 2021 Successful Schools Survey, in which
more than 27,000 students, family members, and staﬀ participated.
Student, family, and staﬀ voices matter more than ever in today’s unique school
context. Given the circumstances of the 2020-21 school year, gathering feedback on
the unique learning conditions is crucial, allowing PPS to quickly respond to needs
across academics, social-emotional learning, and access to resources.

Survey Content
In Spring 2021, PPS administered six versions of the Successful Schools Survey:
Student (3-5) and Student (6-12)1, Family, Staﬀ-Instructional and Non-Instructional,
and School Leaders2. The topics surveyed are listed in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Spring 2021 Successful Schools Survey Topics
Student

Family

Staﬀ

School Leaders

Engagement

Barriers to
Engagement

Explicit SEL Instruction

District Leadership

School Climate

Family-School
Communication

Focus on Adult SEL

District Leadership
Relationships

School Safety

School Climate

School Climate

Feedback and Coaching

Sense of Belonging

School Fit

School Safety

Overall District
Engagement

Student
Relationships

School Safety

Staﬀ-Family Relationships

Professional Learning

Student Engagement

Staﬀ-Leadership
Relationships

School Climate

Teacher-Student
Relationships

Staﬀ Relationships

Staﬀ Engagement

Diversity and
Inclusion*

Teacher Burnout & Rentention

Staﬀ-Family
Relationships

Cultural Awareness
and Action*

SEL Integrated with Academic
Instruction
Educating All Students**
Student Mindset**
Faculty Growth Mindset**
Grit**

1This

year, students in grades 3-12 were surveyed compared to just students in grades 4-10 in previous
years.
2This is the first year of surveying School Leaders.
*These two topics were only included on the 6-12 grade version of the Student Survey.
**These four topics were only included on the Instructional Staﬀ version of the Staﬀ Survey.
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Survey Methodology
How many people took the survey?
Figure 2 below shows the number of responses received on the Spring 2021 survey.
See pages 20-25 of the appendix for a demographic breakdown of respondents.
Figure 2: Number of Survey Responses
# of Responses
Students, Grades 3-5

6,118 responses

Students, Grades 6-12

12,451 responses

Family

5,782 responses

Instructional Staﬀ

1,824 responses

Non-Instructional Staﬀ

1,046 responses

School Leaders

128 responses

How are results reported?
Survey questions are scored using a method known as percent favorable. When a
question is scored as “74% favorable," this means that 74% of respondents selected
a favorable answer choice. Questions are grouped thematically by topic. Topic
scores are then calculated as an average of the percent favorable responses to each
question within the topic.
Example Question: How much eﬀort are you putting into your classes right now?

Almost no eﬀort
A little bit of eﬀort
Some eﬀort
Quite a bit of eﬀort
A great deal of eﬀort

5%
10%
11%
30%
44%
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Executive Summary
Key strengths and suggested areas of growth from the
Spring 2021 Successful Schools Survey results.
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PPS Successful Schools Survey Results
A summary of the district’s strengths and suggested areas of growth, each supported by a
snapshot of survey data. For a more in depth analysis, see Results Overview (pages 8-17).
AREAS OF STRENGTH
OVERALL, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION CONTINUES TO BE A STRENGTH REPORTED BY
STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND STAFF
Students (6-12) report fair treatment across diﬀerent race, ethnic, and cultural groups.
84% of students say adults at
school treat people from diﬀerent
races, ethnicities, and cultures
quite or extremely fairly.

80% of students say students at
school treat people from diﬀerent
races, ethnicities, and cultures
quite or extremely fairly.

(Up 9 points from 2019-20)

(Up 8 points from 2019-20)

Overall, families report that the school communicates well with people from their culture.
93% of families say that the school not communicating well with people from
their culture is not a problem at all or only a small problem.

Staﬀ members report overwhelmingly positive about culturally-responsive teaching practices.
91% of instructional staﬀ say they are quite
or extremely comfortable incorporating new
material about people from diﬀerent
backgrounds into curriculum.

90% of non-instructional staﬀ say they use
culturally-responsive teaching practices
most of the time or almost always.

RESPECT ACROSS THE COMMUNITY

Group

Question

%
Favorable

Since
2019-20

Students (3-5) /
(6-12)

How respectful is your teacher towards you?

91% / 97%

+7 / +12

Students (3-5) /
(6-12)

How often are people disrespectful to others at your school?

61% / 52%

+29 / +29

Family

Overall, how much respect do you think the teachers at your
child’s school have for the children?

81%

+2

Instructional/NonInstructional

How respectful are the relationships between teachers/staﬀ
and students?

85% / 85%

+13 / +18

School Leaders

How respectful are the relationships between staﬀ and
students?

78%

n/a
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AREAS OF GROWTH
PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL SAFETY VARY SIGNIFICANTLY BY STUDENT, FAMILY, AND STAFF
RACE/ETHNICITY
While overall perceptions of School Safety are quite favorable….
Non-Instructional: 83% favorable, Families: 80%, Instructional: 78%, 3-5 & 6-12 Students: 73%
…many race groups report well below the district average when it comes to School Safety.
(Numbers shown in tables below are points below the district average score)

Students (6-12)
Native/Indigenous to Canada: -17
African American: -6
Middle Eastern/North African: -6
American Indian/Alaska Native: -5

Family
American Indian/Alaska Native: -8
Hispanic/Latino: -3
Asians & African American: -1

Non-Instructional Staﬀ
Pacific Islander: -9
African American: -4

Instructional Staﬀ
American Indian/ Alaska Native: -8
Middle Eastern/North African: -6
African American: -5

Students (3-5)
Native/Indigenous to Canada: -25
Pacific Islander: -10
American Indian/Alaska Native: -15
African American: -9
Middle Eastern/North African: -15 Hispanic/Latino: -9

CONNECTIONS ACROSS GROUPS ARE STRAINED

Student-Student Relationships
Just 37% of elementary and 15% of secondary
students say they feel ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’
connected to other students at school right now.

Student-Adult Relationships
Just 40% of elementary and 26% of
secondary students say they feel ‘quite’ or
‘extremely’ connected to adults at school.

Staﬀ Colleague Relationships
Just 9% of instructional and 10% of non-instructional staﬀ respond
favorably when asked “Compared to past years, how much harder or
easier is it to form relationships with your colleagues right now?”
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Results Overview
A summary of results by respondent group.
Students (3-5)
Students (6-12)
Families
School Leaders
Staﬀ - Instructional and Non-Instructional
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Students, 3rd-5th Grade
Students were asked for feedback on a number of climate and SEL topics; a summary
of the 6,118 district-wide responses is presented in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3. Summary of Spring 2021 Student (3-5) Survey Results

Percent Favorable

Compared to Others
Nationally
(Elementary)

Change Since
2020*

School Safety

73%

n/a

+10

Teacher-Student Relationships

71%

40th percentile

+6

School Climate

70%

70th percentile

+14

Sense of Belonging

65%

50th percentile

+5

Student Engagement

54%

n/a

n/a

Student Relationships

54%

n/a

n/a

Engagement

53%

30th percentile

+2

*2020 survey results included grades 4-5 only. 2021 survey results include grades 3-5.
What are Elementary Students Saying?
What did
students identify
as PPS’ greatest
strengths?

• School Safety: 87% of students say that is ‘not likely at all’ or only ‘slightly likely’
that some from school will bully them online.
• Teacher-Student Relationships: 91% say that teachers are ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’
respectful towards them.
• School Climate: 82% say that teachers are ‘frequently’ or ‘almost always’ excited to
be teaching their classes.

What did
students identify
as PPS’ biggest
areas for growth?

• Engagement: Just 40% of students respond favorably when asked “How diﬃcult or
easy is it for you to try hard on your schoolwork right now?”.

How have student
experiences
changed from last
year to this year?

All topics saw improvement from last year to this year, especially School Safety and
School Climate:

• Student Relationships: Just 37% of students say they feel ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’
connected to other students at school right now.

• School Safety: Favorable responses to the question “How often are people
disrespectful to others at your school?” improved by 29 points from 2020 to 2021.
• School Climate: Favorable responses to the question “How fair or unfair are the
rules for the students at this school?” improved by 17 points from 2020 to 2021.
(As noted previously, the age range of surveyed students has changed slightly from
last year to this year, so keep in mind when considering change over time data.)
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What are Elementary Students Saying?
What notable
diﬀerences based
on student
background
appear in the
data?

Immersion Program Enrollment
• Students enrolled in an immersion program 7 points less favorably than those who
are not when it comes to School Safety.
Student Grade Level
• On most topics, 3rd graders respond most favorably while 5th graders respond
least favorably. However, this trend is reversed when it comes to School Safety and
Teacher-Student Relationships.
Student Race/Ethnicity
• School Safety sees high response volatility among student race groups, with nonWhite or Asian students all reporting well below average.

Student Transgender
• Students identifying as transgender or not sure report well below average across all
topics.
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Students, 6th-12th Grade
Students were asked for feedback on a number of climate, SEL, and equity topics; a
summary of the 12,451 district-wide responses is presented in Figure 4 below.
Figure 4. Summary of Spring 2021 Student (6-12) Survey Results

Percent
Favorable

Compared to
Others
Nationally
(Middle Schools)

Compared to
Others
Nationally
(High Schools)

Change Since
2020*

School Safety

73%

n/a

n/a

+14

Diversity and Inclusion

70%

30th percentile

30th percentile

+3

Teacher-Student
Relationships

69%

90th percentile

90th percentile

+20

School Climate

56%

50th percentile

40th percentile

+19

Culture Awareness and
Action

54%

n/a

n/a

+15

Student Relationships

41%

n/a

n/a

n/a

Sense of Belonging

38%

10th percentile

30th percentile

+5

Student Engagement

37%

n/a

n/a

n/a

Engagement

23%

10th percentile

10th percentile

+3

*2020 survey results included grades 7-10 only; 2021 survey results include grades 6-12.
What are Secondary Students Saying?
What did
students identify
as PPS’ greatest
strengths?

• School Safety: 84% of students say that is ‘not likely at all’ or only ‘slightly likely’
that some from school will bully them online.
• Diversity and Inclusion: 84% say that adults at school treat people from diﬀerent
races, ethnicities, or cultures ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ fairly.
• Teacher-Student Relationships: 97% say that ‘most’ or ‘all of’ their teachers are
respectful towards them.

What did
students identify
as PPS’ biggest
areas for growth?

• Student Relationships: Just 15% of students feel ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ connected to
other students at school right now.
• Sense of Belonging: Just 24% say they feel ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ connected to adults
at school.
• Engagement: Just 20% say they are ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ excited about going to
their classes.
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What are Secondary Students Saying?
How have student
experiences
changed from last
year to this year?

All topics saw improvement from last year to this year, especially Teacher-Student
Relationships and School Climate.
• Teacher-Student Relationships: Favorable responses to the question “If you came to
class upset, how many of your teachers would be concerned?” improved by 28
points from 2020 to 2021.
• School Climate: Favorable responses to the question “How often do your teachers
seem excited to be teaching your classes?” improved by 27 points from 2020 to
2021.
(As noted previously, the age range of surveyed students has changed slightly from
last year to this year, so keep in mind when considering change over time data.)

What notable
diﬀerences based
on student
background
appear in the
data?

Student Gender
• Students who self describe gender as Nonbinary or ‘I use another word to describe
my gender’ report well below average across all topics except Cultural Awareness
and Action. They respond particularly low when it comes to Sense of Belonging at
13 and 12 points below the PPS average, respectively.
Student Grade Level
• Most topics, especially Student Engagement, see highest favorability among 6th
graders and decline steadily as students get older.
Student Transgender
• Students identifying as transgender report well below average across all topics,
especially Sense of Belonging, where they report 14 points below the PPS average.
Student Race/Ethnicity
• Some topics, like Engagement, see little variance by race while others, like Safety,
see bigger variances among student race groups.
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Family
Family members were asked for feedback on a number of climate, communication,
and safety topics; a summary of the 5,782 district-wide responses is presented in
Figure 5 below.
Figure 5. Summary of Spring 2021 Family Survey Results
Percent Favorable

Compared to Others
Nationally

Change Since
2020

Barriers to Engagement

80%

30th percentile

-1

School Safety

80%

50th percentile

+3

Family -School
Communication

65%

n/a

n/a

School Climate

65%

30th percentile

-2

School Fit

51%

10th percentile

-11

What are Family Members Saying?
What did families
identify as PPS’
greatest
strengths?

• (Lack of) Barriers to Engagement: 93% of families say the school not
communicating well with people from their culture is either a ‘small problem’ or ‘not
a problem at all’.
• School Safety: 90% of families say that their child feels ‘not at all unsafe’ or only
‘slightly unsafe’ at school.

What did families
identify as PPS’
biggest areas for
growth?

• School Fit: Just 36% of families say the activities oﬀered at their child’s school
match their interests.

How have family
experiences
changed from last
year to this year?

Unlike students, families report declines in favorability in all topics except School
Safety, which increased slightly by 3 points from last year to this year. School Fit saw
the sharpest decline, decreasing by 11 points: favorable responses to the questions
“How well do you feel your child’s school is preparing them for their next academic
year?” and “How much of a sense of belonging does your child feel at their school?”
each declined by 21 points from last year to this year.

What notable
diﬀerences based
on family
background
appear in the
data?

Student Grade Level
• Topics other than Barriers to Engagement see highest favorability among families of
Pre-K students, with favorability steadily declining as child’s grade level increases.
For example, families of Pre-K students report +13 points above average when it
comes to School Climate while families of 12th grade students report 14 points
below average.
Parent/Guardian Race/Ethnicity
• Parent/guardians who identify as American Indian/Alaska Natives respond below
average across all topics, especially School Safety at 8 points below the PPS
average.
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School Leaders
School leaders were asked for feedback on a number of climate, engagement, and
leadership topics; a summary of the 128 district-wide responses is presented in Figure
6 below. This is the first year that school leaders were surveyed so there is no change
over time data available.
Figure 6. Summary of Spring 2021 School Leaders Survey Results
Percent Favorable

Compared to Others Nationally

Staﬀ-Family Relationships

71%

80th percentile

School Climate

70%

n/a

District Leadership

61%

n/a

Staﬀ Engagement

50%

n/a

Overall District Engagement

48%

n/a

District Leadership Relationships

46%

n/a

Professional Learning

37%

20th percentile

Feedback and Coaching

32%

20th percentile

What are School Leaders Saying?
What did school
leaders identify
as PPS’ greatest
strengths?

• Staﬀ-Family Relationships: 89% of school leaders say their school’s families are
‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ friendly towards them.

What did school
leaders identify
as PPS’ biggest
areas for growth?

• Professional Learning: Just 19% say that the available professional development
opportunities in their district are ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ valuable.

• School Climate: 93% say they are ‘quite’ or ‘extremely’ optimistic that their school
will improve in the future.

• Feedback and Coaching: Just 25% say that they receive ‘quite a bit’ or a
‘tremendous amount’ of feedback on their work.

What notable
diﬀerences based
on school leader
background
appear in the
data?
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Instructional & Non-Instructional Staﬀ
Staﬀ were asked for feedback on a number of climate, engagement, SEL, and
leadership topics; a summary of the 1,824 instructional and 1,046 non-instructional
district-wide responses is presented in Figure 7 below.
Figure 7. Summary of Spring 2021 Staﬀ Survey Results
Instructional Staﬀ

Non-Instructional Staﬀ

Percent
Favorable

Compared
to Others
Nationally

Change
since 2020

Percent
Favorable

Compared
to Others
Nationally

Change
since 2020

School Safety

78%

n/a

+10

83%

n/a

+8

Educating All
Students

77%

50th
percentile

+3

-

-

-

Explicit SEL
Instruction

76%

n/a

n/a

84%

n/a

n/a

Staﬀ-Leadership
Relationships

73%

50th
percentile

+12

81%

70th
percentile

+5

Student Mindset

73%

50th
percentile

+3

-

-

-

Focus on Adult SEL

72%

n/a

n/a

78%

n/a

n/a

Staﬀ-Family
Relationships

68%

70th
percentile

+2

66%

60th
percentile

-1

SEL Integrated with
Academic
Instruction

67%

n/a

n/a

76%

n/a

n/a

School Climate

62%

50th
percentile

+9

68%

60th
percentile

+8

Teacher Burnout &
Retention

59%

n/a

n/a

70%

n/a

n/a

Faculty Growth
Mindset

56%

30th
percentile

+3

-

-

-

Grit

41%

50th
percentile

+4

-

-

-

Staﬀ Relationships

15%

n/a

n/a

12%

n/a

n/a

What are Staﬀ Members Saying?
What did staﬀ
identify as PPS’
greatest
strengths?

• Explicit SEL Instruction: 83% of instructional staﬀ and 90% of non-instructional staﬀ
say that when opportunities arise for their students to learn/practice social and
emotional competencies, they ‘always’ or ‘most of the time’ act on them.
• School Safety: 88% of instructional staﬀ and 90% of non-instructional staﬀ say they
they do not feel 'unsafe at all’ or only ‘slightly unsafe’ at school.
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What are Staﬀ Members Saying?
What did staﬀ
identify as PPS’
biggest areas for
growth?

• Staﬀ Relationships: Both instructional and non-instructional staﬀ report diﬃculties
in forming relationships relative to past years:
• “Compared to past years, how much harder or easier is it to connect with
families right now?” (Instructional Staﬀ: 25% favorable; Non-Instructional: 17%
favorable)
• “Compared to past years, how much harder or easier is it to form relationships
with your students right now?” (Instructional Staﬀ: 11% favorable; NonInstructional: 10% favorable)
• “Compared to past years, how much harder or easier is it to form relationships
with your colleagues right now? (Instructional Staﬀ: 9% favorable; NonInstructional: 10% favorable)

How have staﬀ
experiences
changed from last
year to this year?

Instructional Staﬀ report increases in favorability across all topics, particularly in
Staﬀ-Leadership Relationships, with a 12 point increase in favorability from last year
to this year. Instructional staﬀ report a 15 point increase in favorability when asked,
“When you face challenges at work, how supportive are your school leaders?”.

What notable
diﬀerences based
on staﬀ
background
appear in the
data?

Years of Experience
• Instructional staﬀ with 0-3 years of experience report well below average when it
comes to Educating All Students (8 points below average) and Staﬀ-Family
Relationships (11 points below average).
Employee Race/Ethnicity
Both instructional and non-instructional staﬀ data sees large variances in favorability
based on employee race/ethnicity.
Instructional
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Non-Instructional
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Next Steps
The strengths and suggested areas of growth presented on pages 6-7 of this report
and recapped in Figure 8 below can be a good starting point when considering next
steps to take from the results.
Figure 8. Recap of District Strengths and Suggested Areas of Growth based on the
2021 Successful Schools Survey
STRENGTHS

AREAS OF GROWTH

OVERALL, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
CONTINUES TO BE A STRENGTH
REPORTED BY STUDENTS, FAMILIES,
AND STAFF

PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL SAFETY
VARY SIGNIFICANTLY BY STUDENT,
FAMILY, AND STAFF RACE/ETHNICITY

RESPECT ACROSS THE COMMUNITY

CONNECTIONS ACROSS GROUPS ARE
STRAINED

In conjunction with the strengths and growths suggested above as well as the results
overviews presented in pages 9-17, it is important to also examine the survey results in
their entirety as a community and as an individual. Each data user will notice and
wonder diﬀerent details based on their role within the community, their experiences,
as well as their interests and biases.
Your own analysis of survey results will ultimately lead to you to take action. Diﬀerent
schools, diﬀerent school leaders, and diﬀerent teachers will have diﬀerent pathways to
change so it is important to consider which levers may be the most eﬀective within
your community.
In this unique school year in particular, where connections among students, staﬀ, and
families prove more challenging to uphold as shown in the survey data, one area of
focus might be on student and staﬀ well-being. Panorama Education oﬀers a wealth of
resources around the social-emotional learning and well-being of students and adults,
alike. A good starting point might be this Mindfulness Strategies for Adult and Student
Well-Being slide deck1 that can be shared across the district. The goal of this
presentation is to cultivate self-awareness and self-regulation skills by practicing
mindfulness strategies as a community.
Finally, don’t forget about what is working; utilize what is working well - investment in
diversity and inclusion and respect across the community - to boost areas of growth.
All stakeholder groups report a number of areas to be celebrated and built upon in
these unique times of learning.
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Appendix
A breakdown of respondent demographic groups.
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: Students, 3-5
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: Students, 6-12
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: Family
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: Instructional Staﬀ
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: Non-Instructional Staﬀ
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Appendix
Demographic Breakdown: School Leaders
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